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Pressrelease

A solo exhibition with works by Matthew Allen at PS 

On Saturday, May 7th is the opening of SPECTRAL VARIATIONS by the Australian artist Matthew 
Allen. Matthew Allen has previously exhibited his work at PS in the Summer group show last 
year alongside  Harry Markusse and Coen Vunderink, however this will be his first solo show in 
The Netherlands, since relocating at the beginning of 2014.

For the exhibition, Matthew Allen will be debuting a number of new works on paper. His paintings 
form an ongoing inquiry into the materiality of paint upon support and the fundamental aspects 
of painting itself: colour, medium and process. Physicality of medium and the experience of co-
lour form the kernel of the artist’s reductive approach.
The paintings are composed of a ground colour coated in transparent or translucent glazes, pro-
ducing subtle, atmospheric gradients of tone that highlight the material working of paint whilst 
generating a colour suffused pictorial space
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For more information and high resolution images please contact: Jan van der Ploeg (+31 6 47830952)  
Or via email: info@psprojectspace.nl  

Note to editors

Matthew Allen 
SPECTRAL VARIATIONS
7 May - 11 June 
Opening 7 May. 16.00 – 18.00 hrs.

PS projectspace aims to provide a platform for the work of upcoming international artists in an                      
environment that exists between the conventions of an artist-run space and a commercial gallery.               
PS stands for Post Scriptum, Project Space, Public Space or Private Space and wants to add another 
formula to the already existing ways of presenting art. Since January 1999 PS organizes exhibitions.    
PS is open to the public every Friday and Saturday from 13.00 to 17.00 hrs.

Upcoming:
Peter Schuyff, BIMBO 4 September - 9 October

Born in Auckland, 1981, Matthew Allen is an emerging Sydney based painter. He completed a Master 
of Visual Arts degree in 2006, after previously having graduated with a Bachelor of Visual Arts (Class 
1 Honours) at Sydney College of the Arts in 2004. He currently lives and works in Amsterdam, Nether-
lands.
Mathew Allen’s paintings form an ongoing inquiry into the materiality of paint upon canvas and the 
fundamentality of painting itself: colour, medium and process. Purity of medium and the experience of 
colour form the kernel of the artist’s abstract approach. The paintings are composed of a ground colour 
coated in transparent or translucent glazes, producing subtle, atmospheric gradients of tone. Devoid 
of any formal composition and physical traces of the artist’s hand, the works recall the aesthetic of 
abstract expressionism and the colour field painters of the Washington colour school. Their purity of 
colour, form and expression is somewhat therapeutic, tapping into the viewer’s subjectivity by trigger-
ing unique sensory and emotional engagement. 
Allen’s work was recently exhibited in Drifts, Witte Arena, Amsterdam (2014); Collection 4, Articulate 
Project Space, Sydney (2013); Painting as Presence, MOP Gallery, Sydney (2012); Contemporary 
Visions, Beers Lambert Gallery, London (2012); and Ruminations on the End, SNO Contemporary Art 
Projects, Sydney (2012). In 2013 Allen was a finalist in 100 Painters of Tomorrow at Beers Lambert 
Gallery, London; the Kogarah Art Prize, Sydney and in the Wilson Art Award, Trinity College in Lis-
more, NSW. In 2012 Allen was awarded a residency at The Moya Dyring Studio, Cite International des 
Arts, Paris, France. His work is included in a number of collections throughout Australia and Europe 
including: Artbank, Sydney; Ipswich Art Gallery, Queensland; Mark Rothko Centre, Latvia; James Wal-
lace Arts Trust, New Zealand; and the Steensen Varming Collection, Sydney.


